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Our new VECTOR VMG spinnakers have been optimized for
use in light air VMG sailing when lack of pressure forces you
to sail with the pole forward and much tighter angles. The latest
in software technology and cutting equipment has allowed us to
create shapes that are optimized for light air downwind sailing.
The Vector VMG spinnakers achieve this through careful
optimization of the vertical and horizontal cambers, which
produces a head shape that has a smaller overall head angle and
a less elliptical cross-section than our other Vector series
spinnakers. These design efforts produce a sail that tends not
to collapse in on its self in light air reaching and maintains a fine
cross-section profile that is not tight leeched.
You can reap the rewards of our research and development
regardless of type of boat or class. To see what these sails can
do for you contact the Neil Pryde agent nearest you.

Standard







Features

Corner rings are webbed stainless steel external rings.
Seams stitched with 3-step stitching.
Sail Numbers
NP Integrated Patching in corners.
Offset leech tapes for strength.
State-of-the-art launch bag.

Staggered tape finishing
eliminates “stacking” of
stitching and produces a
stronger, smoother edge.

Quality, Service, Value





Every sail we build comes with the assurance of a two year warranty of quality, service and value.
If you ever need service, our consultants will direct you to the nearest of our worldwide network of Service lofts.
No matter where in the world your sailing takes you, we are there to help.
For further information, contact your Neil Pryde consultant by dialing 1-203-874-6984 or www.neilprydesails.com
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